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OUR PHILOSOPHY
The global economy has definitely been in a
bear market for the past few months. This is
mostly due to the high inflation we're seeing
throughout most countries. High inflation
occurs after a period of high demand and
booming economy. In other words, people
spend a lot of money, hence the demand is
very high and the supply decreases. Prices
then increase, especially raw materials and
wages. What is really specific to the past few
years is that on top of this high demand, the
Feds have printed trillions of dollars in order
to help the population and the economy
survive during the Covid pandemic.
In the short-term, this large amount of
money (which is obviously distributed
unevenly to the population) provokes a big
bubble in the economy, whether it's in the
stock market, in cryptocurrencies or in the
housing market. We then entered intoa outof-the-norms bullish territory as you've all
seen in 2020-2021. However, high inflation is
not a sustainable strategy for long-term
prosperity. In order to lower inflation, one of
the action that governments need to issue is
the increase of interest rates. When this
happens, payments, such as monthly
mortgages bills, increase drastically, leaving
individuals to be more conservative in their
investments, especially risky and speculative
investments.
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Companies also tend to lay off a large
portion of their employees in order to
decrease their expenses and maximize
their profit. The stock market also tends to
fall (since the big whales are the first to get
out), leaving the average men and women
into a period of high uncertainty.
Lowering inflation to its average
percentage takes quite some time and the
higher the inflation, the longer the period.
This period, if as severe as the best
analysts are currently predicting, is called a
Recession. This is the reason we decided to
adopt this name for our project, as this will
be the most discussed topic in the next
year. Rest assured, after the storm comes
the rainbow. This is why we have decided
to integrate a high Bitcoin reward, so that
you, the investors, can benefit from this low
BTC price and benefit from it when the
rainbow comes. This project is intended to
build a strong and solid community, where
we will be discussing on a daily basis about
the global trends in economy and stick
together to show that even during the dark
times, a society can defy the odds and
generate wealth. Growth, communication
and education will be our 3 main pillars
and we are confident that they will drive
this community to success.
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OUR VISION
Recession Coin focuses on building a strong community and providing accurate
educational content to their investors by hosting AMAs with professional
investors, day traders and financial analysts from various sectors. The team wants
to provide in-depth knowledge of the current economy, optimized strategies for
building a strong portfolio and insights on how to invest wisely during this crisis
and the years to come. Crafting unique utilities along the way, such as NFTs and
social media educational channels, will also allow ECON to stand out and grow.

Disclaimer
• It's requested to read this legal disclaimer section with full attention. This white
paper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on advice to sell or any
solicitation of any offer by Recession Coin to purchase our token. This document is a
technical white paper that presents the current status and future plans for
Recession Coin.
• The sole purpose of this document is to provide information and to provide a
detailed description of future plans. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the products
and innovative technologies organized in this document are still under development
and are yet to be incorporated. Recession Coin does not provide a statement of
quality assurance or affidavit for the successful development or execution of any of
such technologies, innovations, or activities described in this document. This
document is only available on https://therecessioncoin.com and may not be
redistributed, reproduced, or passed on to any other person or published, in part or
whole, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of Recession Coin.
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TOKENOMICS
• 6% of purchases and 10% of sells are awarded to the reward pool and
automatically distributed to holders. The rewards are paid out as Bitcoin ($BTCB).
• 3% of purchases and 4% of sales are dedicated to marketing activities which will
continue to increase exposure on the project.
• 1% of purchases and sales are reallocated towards the liquidity pool. With this,
traders will be able to buy & sell without liquidity issues. As volume begins to rise,
liquidity will begin to increase.
• The smart contract also includes an anti-whale mechanism to ensure users that a
transaction cannot be greater than 1% of the total supply. This mechanism won’t
necessarily stop whales from selling, but having a maximum limit helps to prevent
large selloffs and price manipulation.
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After a vote from the community, a circuit breaker has been added to the contract.
When the liquidity pool reduces by 10% in a short amount of time, the circuit
breaker is activated for a limited time and the tokenomics change for the following:
• Buy Tax (5%): 2% $BTCB Rewards / 1% Marketing / 2% Liquidity Pool
• Sell Tax (20%): 12% $BTCB Rewards / 4% Marketing / 4% Liquidity Pool
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ROADMAP
JUNE 2022
Presale Marketing Campaign
Launching Presale on Pinksale
Contract Audit & KYC
Launch on PancakeSwap
Launch Marketing Campaign
Airdrop Partnership

JULY 2022
Farm & Staking Pool
Reward Tracker Partnership
CMC/CG listing

AUGUST 2022
ECON Worldwide Advertisement
Campaign
ECON Advocates’ Campaign
Business Development Team
Recruitment
ECON’s Official Youtube Financial
Education Channel Launch

OCTOBER 2022

SEPTEMBER 2022
NFT Preview & Whitelist
Merch Store Launch
CEX Listing
NFT Collection Launch

TBA – Follow our Twitter / Join
our Telegram
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THANK YOU
FOR
READING

FOLLOW US
Therecessioncoin.com

T.me/Recession_Coin

Twitter.com/recessioncoin

